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Best Good Poor
Classification 2010 Protocol Certified Non-Certified
Typical Notation "2010", ".1", "10" "C", "CERT" "NC", "NON-C"

Meaning

This is as clean as it can get from a production 
standpoint.  We're talking 99.9% clean of known 

issues.

This is pretty clean but we are probably talking 90-
95% clean.  Nursery definitions for "Certified" varies 

some.

This is basically "used car/as-is" status.  It's the 
cheapest but is a roll of the dice.  Especially with 

less popular varieties that only have a few possible 
material sources.

Background Created and standardized by FPS UC Davis Created by nurseries Used when no clean material is available

Criterion
1) It must be generated using microshoot tip tissue 

culture therapy Depends on the nursery No specific criterion
2) It must test negative for over 37 grapevine 

viruses

Testing
All testing at FPS is based on a set of "known" and 

"testable" diseases
The nursery decides what diseases are 

"economically significant" The nursery may or may not do testing

Tricky Label Ex.
Tricky Label Ex.
Tricky Label Ex.

Examples

Examples

Examples

Test for diseases on neighboring vines BEFORE deciding on plant material. If a neighbor block has Leafroll 3 or Red Blotch, it is likely a matter of time until 
new vines have it. How quickly and badly is not calculable. Maybe 2 years, maybe 10, maybe longer. This does not imply you should buy cheap vines, but that 

you should know your vineyard and operation and know the risks. If anything, this may mean you should source cleaner material to limit possible diseases.

~ Dead Vines Yield No Grapes ~

In Calistoga we replanted a vineyard in an area with near known Red Blotch, Leafroll 3, and Leafroll 5.  We chose St. George as the rootstock since it tolerates 
latent virus. So we had high confidence that the new planting would be virused eventually, so we adjusted to a rootstock that would give the best odds to 

handle the virus when/if it occured.

Grapevine Nursery Classification Guide - Apical Texas

"FPS 11" - Yes, it says FPS, but it may not be 2010 Protocol. "FPS 11.1" would be 2010 Protocol.
"PTP" - This is a proprietary process for the nursery. You need to do you due diligence to decide.  Ask what they test and don't test for.

In 2015, I paid big money to a nursery and a nursery consultant for the cleanest possible Cab Sauv for a replant next to Screaming Eagle in Napa. Late 2015, 
we sent plant material after planting to a lab, as a control for some other blocks. Turns out, the brand new vines tested positive with Grape Pinot Gris Virus 

(GPGV).  GPGV was only recently found in 2012. So remember, 2010 Protocol material is ultra clean, but only clean against "known" and "testable" diseases.

"#1 C Merlot03 [10744.72.1]" - This is Certified due to the "C". The decimals are just inventory tracking.


